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Master of Science by Coursework in Medical Anthropology

Brief note about nature of change: Amendment to require electronic submission of the dissertation.

Location of change

In Examination Regulations 2018, http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2018-19/mosbcinmedianth/studentview/

Effective date

For students who started the MSc from MT 2018
For first examination from 2018-19

Detail of change

1. Amend citation 1.3 as follows:

‘3. Candidates will be required to present themselves for written and, where invited, oral examinations, and to submit three copies of a dissertation in prescribed form on an approved topic as defined below.’

2. Amend citation 1.6 as follows:

‘6. Three typewritten copies of the dissertation must be delivered not later than noon on the last Wednesday in August in the year in which the examination is taken, to the Chair of the Examiners, M.Sc. in Medical Anthropology, c/o Examination Schools, High Street, Oxford. The dissertation shall be provided with an abstract of up to 250 words, to be placed immediately after the title page. The word count shall be stated on the outside front cover of the thesis. The dissertation must be submitted via WebLearn not later than noon on the last Wednesday in August in the year in which the examination is taken. The dissertation must be anonymous, accompanied by confirmation that it is the candidate’s own work, and...’
submitted in Word format. The dissertation shall be provided with an abstract of up to 250 words, to be placed immediately after the title page. The word count shall be stated on the title page of the dissertation.